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Abstract As it is widely recognized, a universal nota-
tion accepted by any software architect cannot exist. This
caused a proliferation of architecture description languages
(ADLs) each focussing on a specific application domain,
analysis type, or modelling environment, and with its own
specific notations and tools. Therefore, the production of a
software architecture description often requires the use of
multiple ADLs, each satisfying some stakeholder’s concerns.
When dealing with multiple notations, suitable techniques
are required in order to keep models in a consistent state.
Several solutions have been proposed so far but they lack
in convergence and scalability. In this paper, we propose
a convergent change propagation approach between multi-
ple architectural languages. The approach is generic since it
depends neither on the notations to synchronize nor on their
corresponding models. It is implemented within the Eclipse
modelling framework and we demonstrate its usability and
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scalability by experimenting it on well known architectural
languages.
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1 Introduction

Software architectures [35] are today recognized as a cru-
cial means for engineering complex and critical systems
since they provide the needed level of abstraction. Architec-
tural descriptions are used for documenting design decisions,
for predicting system characteristics before deployment and
for driving the coding process. Up to the present day,
many architecture description languages (ADLs) and associ-
ated tools have been proposed for specifying and analysing
software architectures (e.g. [8,12,15,27,32]), each special-
ized in a specific application domain and characterized by
different conceptual architectural elements, syntax, seman-
tics and supported analysis techniques. As remarked in many
sources (e.g. [1,9,19,25,30,34,35,37]), the software archi-
tecture of a system must be defined taking into account
a number of different views for the various uses and
stakeholder concerns. Therefore, the most common case in
producing an architecture description of a system is to use
multiple ADLs, each specialized to one or more concerns.
It thus becomes of paramount importance to incorporate
descriptions and analyses made with existing ADLs into
a coherent framework, enabling the easy addition of new
description languages and tools, while enforcing consis-
tency and coherence. This calls for interoperability among
architectural descriptions. The need of interoperability at the
architectural level is also clearly demonstrated by European
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projects like Q-Impress1 or PROGRESS2 that aim to pre-
dict performance, reliability and other quality attributes by
integrating analysis features available in different architec-
tural languages. Artefact interchange is required to propagate
results and feedbacks from one notation/tool to another.

A framework for architectural interoperability shall thus
not simply relate different models (e.g. by transforming one
to another), but keep all those models synchronized (thus
consistent and coherent) in an effective and automated way.
Approaches for architectural descriptions interoperability
and change propagation among models have been already
proposed (see Sect. 7 for an overview). However, consis-
tently supporting interoperability and change propagation is
intrinsically complex and far from being addressed and inte-
grated in a unique framework. Furthermore, the lack of auto-
mation does not allow the easy addition of new description
languages, and does not guarantee change propagation to
multiple models in a finite number of steps.

The goal of this paper was to propose an automated
framework for both architectural interoperability and model
synchronization that overcomes existing limitations. This
framework builds upon two technologies our group devel-
oped separately and for different purposes: DUALLy [30], an
automated framework that provides interoperability through
Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) techniques, and an
approach to model transformation and changes propagation
based on answer set programming (ASP) [3].

This paper, starting from those two technologies, proposes
a convergent change propagation between multiple architec-
tural languages, i.e. the proposed (model-driven) approach
ensures that when a model has been modified, such modifi-
cations are propagated in a finite number of steps to all the
other models that are part of the network. It is important to
note that the used ASP-based approach for bidirectionality
presented in [3] is among the most general ones [18], i.e. it
does not require the transformations to be bijective, injective
or surjective. This has relevant implications as when from a
modified target model it is not possible to reverse the transfor-
mation to one or more source models, the engine is anyhow
able to deduce a collection of source models that approxi-
mate the ideal one from which it is possible to generate the
previously modified target. The automated framework pro-
posed in this paper, on the one side enhances DUALLy with
change propagation features, and on the other side, enhances
the efficiency and efficacy of the ASP-based approach in case
of transformations among multiple models.

The main contributions of this work can be summarized
as follows: (i) the development of a framework that enables
both interoperability and synchronization among architec-
tural models allows for an easy addition of new ADLs and

1 http://www.q-impress.eu/wordpress/.
2 http://www.mrtc.mdh.se/progress.

guarantees convergent changes propagation, (ii) tool support
within the Eclipse Modelling Framework, (iii) discussion on
the generalization of the approach to domains different from
the software architecture one.

The paper is structured as follows: Sect. 2 sets the con-
text of the paper through a motivating example that is used
throughout the paper to demonstrate the approach. Section 3
presents theoretical aspects of our approach and Sect. 4
describes implementation aspects of the proposed solution.
Section 5 applies the approach to a case study. Considerations
and discussion on advantages and limitations are reported in
Sect. 6. Section 7 compares our approach with both ADLs
interoperability and change propagation. The paper closes
with conclusions and future work in Sect. 8.

2 Motivating example

This section introduces an illustrative and motivating
scenario that will be used as running example along each
phase of the approach presented in this paper, and that will
be detailed in Sect. 5. In this scenario, a software architect
performs the description of the system of interest by mak-
ing use of various ADLs. As introduced before, this is a very
recurrent situation since it is not common to find an ADL that
perfectly captures all design decisions judged fundamental
by the system’s stakeholders [30,31].

More specifically, in our explanatory scenario, a com-
pany mainly operates in the vehicular system domain and
uses a domain-specific component model, the SaveComp
Component Model (SaveCCM) [17], to support the develop-
ment of resource-efficient systems. Systems in this domain
are highly critical for the vehicle’s functionality and con-
trolling, and both structural and behavioural aspects need
to be carefully assessed before development. While Save-
CCM allows for structural preventive analysis, a different
tool is required for behavioural analysis. Similarly to what
happens in the Save project [24], our company decides to
use the verification features of LTSA (Labelled Transition
System Analyser) [28] in order to increase the dependabil-
ity of our product. For doing so, a model in the Darwin/FSP
ADL [29] is required3. While SaveCCM and Darwin/FSP
provide domain- and analysis-specific notations and tools, a
more commonly known description language is required for
sharing architectural knowledge among the different stake-
holders involved in the project. For this purpose, we decide to
use a UML profile for component-based architectures, called
UMLcc [20], and UML tools documentation features, like

3 It has to be noted that while FSP provides behavioural information
not included in SaveCCM, Darwin contains structural information to
be aligned to the SaveCCM model.
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the UML MagicDraw reports4. This profile contains mech-
anisms to specify systems via components, connectors and
their behaviour. The profile is described in details in [30].

In this specific scenario, and without suitable technologies
we are asked to accurately model the system in SaveCCM,
then to re-model the system from scratch in Darwin/FSP in
order to be able to perform the desired analysis by means
of LTSA. Once obtained a satisfactory model, we have to
re-model the system from scratch in a UML tool suitable for
the UMLcc profile. In addition to the overhead required to
re-model the system three different times, this scenario opens
several potential problems. First of all we are delegating to
modellers the responsibility to write “equivalent” models in
each involved language and tool. Moreover, at each step mod-
els are refined and possible errors are discovered and solved,
the propagation of changes requires by-hand re-modelling.
Typically, cost and time requirements will prohibit the dif-
ferent model alignment.

To the best of our knowledge, DUALLy [30] is the most
mature framework to support interoperability among various
ADLs. More precisely, DUALLy enables the transformation
of a model conforming to a specific ADL into correspond-
ing models conforming to other ADLs. In DUALLy the
interoperability among various ADLs is ensured via model
transformation techniques. Instead of creating a point-to-
point relationship among all languages, DUALLy defines
the transformations among ADLs by passing through A0,
which is a core set of architectural concepts defined as gen-
erally as possible (to potentially represent and support any
kind of architectural representation) and extensible (in order
to add domain specificities). In other words, A0 acts as a
bridge among the different architectural languages to be
related together. The star architecture of DUALLy enables
an agile and easy integration of ADLs. The DUALLy trans-
formation system is made of a series of low-level model-
to-model transformations that enable information migration
among architectural models. These model-to-model transfor-
mations are constructed automatically by executing higher-
order transformations (i.e. transformations taking other
transformations as input or producing other transformations
as output). Details about DUALLy and A0 can be found
in [30]. Unlikely, also DUALLy cannot manage at best the
change propagation issue. More precisely, DUALLy mech-
anisms to manage the synchronization among architectural
models are limited and not directly related to models’ evo-
lution and associated change propagation. The default syn-
chronization method, called “loss in translation”, is focussed
exclusively on managing information that can be lost during
the transformations: being A0 the bridge among the different
architectural languages to be related together, elements that
have no relations with elements in A0 could not be translated.

4 MagicDraw: http://www.magicdraw.com.

In other words, the goal of the loss in translation mechanism
is simply to manage and retrieve such information.

Summarizing, the effective and efficient management of
changes propagation among various ADLs is still an open
problem.

3 Dealing with the propagation of changes
among different ADLs

In general, changes occurring in an architectural model have
a strong impact on all the other interoperating models (each
of them possibly conforming to different ADLs). In order to
keep models in a consistent state, changes need to be propa-
gated from the updated model to all the others. When dealing
with multiple ADLs, propagating changes may be a complex
task; such a task is inevitable and requires to be managed by
a dedicated approach.

In this section we illustrate how it is possible to support
the propagation of changes among architectural models by
exploiting (i) a framework for supporting ADLs interopera-
bility (Sect. 3.1) and (ii) the ASP point-to-point approach for
bidirectional model transformations (Sect. 3.2).

3.1 The proposed process of change propagation

While DUALLy transforms a model into any other by pass-
ing first through an A0 model, model changes are propagated
accordingly first to the A0 model and successively forwarded
to any other architectural model (it has to be noted that the
obtained result is independent from the order followed in the
forwarding).

Under the assumption that concurrent modifications to
different models cannot apply, the DUALLy architecture
ensures the convergence of the change propagation process,
that is, it ensures by construction that a modification of a
model within the network is propagated to all the other mod-
els in a finite number of steps (future work in order to manage
concurrent modifications is discussed in Sect. 8).

Figure 1 shows two possible change propagation pro-
cesses: the change propagation in a generic process and the
change propagation as regulated by A0.

By referring to Fig. 1a (i.e. the generic changes propaga-
tion process) once model D is modified to D′, the changes
must be propagated to A, B, and C . However, as soon as B
is modified due to the modification in D, the changes in B
must be propagated to A, C , and even D. The same holds for
changes caused in A and C . This simple example provides the
intuition that the change propagation output strongly depends
on the order in which models are updated after a change, and
that the propagation process could easily diverge.

By referring to Fig. 1b, the changes propagation regu-
lated by A0 fixes these problems. Once a model D has been
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Fig. 1 Changes propagation: generic process (a) and through A0 (b)

modified to D′, changes are propagated to A0, and succes-
sively from A0 to A, B, and C , following any order. The
changes propagation output is independent from the followed
order. This is possible because of the star topology in which
notations are arranged: once D’s changes are propagated to
A0, the updated A0 model is considered as “frozen” and
the propagation of changes to each peripheral model (A, B,
and C in the figure) is performed independently. Under the
assumption that no concurrent changes are allowed, after
applying those changes propagation, new modifications can
be performed.

As aforementioned, the approach we are presenting is able
to deal also with non bijective transformations. In a non-
bijective transformation, an element can be transformed into
many different elements or vice versa. Thus, when a modifi-
cation applies, the changes propagation algorithm may pro-
duce several alternative models. The user has to pick one of
such alternatives to become the reference model. It is in fact
infeasible to keep working with many alternative models,
since each of those shall be successively propagated to any
architectural model in DUALLy creating an unmanageable
net of alternatives.

Summarizing, once a model is modified, the changes prop-
agation process that we propose is as follows:

1. Propagate the changes to A0;
2. Select one of the possible alternatives obtained in A0;
3. For each ADL in the DUALLy network, propagate the

changes of A0 to all the other models (and again select
one alternative in case of many results).

The number of alternatives that we may obtain depends on
the number of non-bijective transformations, on the number
of alternatives that each non-bijective transformation has, and
on the number of model elements that match the transforma-
tion. In other words, the number of alternatives depends on
the degree of non-determinism of the involved model trans-
formations. More precisely, let TN B be the set of non-bijec-
tive transformations. |TN B | is the number of non-bijective
transformations. Let at be the number of alternatives that
each t ∈ TN B has. Finally, let et be the number of model
instance elements that match with t . The number of possible

models that can be generated is

∏

t ∈ TN B

aet
t

It is important to note that the number of possible alterna-
tives that can be generated is not a side effect of our approach,
but instead depends on how transformations are defined.

When dealing with total and bijective model transforma-
tions the inverse of a transformation can be used to re-obtain
a (unique) source model starting from the target model. The
scenario changes when dealing, instead, with a transforma-
tion that is neither total nor injective (please consider this is
the most common case). Since some elements of the source
model do not have a correspondence in the target model and
vice versa, alternative models are typically generated. Model
transformations shall be defined avoiding as much as possible
ambiguities and with constraints and guards that help their
disambiguation. Often, model transformations have ambigu-
ities only on one direction. When the round-trip starts from
the side that has no ambiguities, the transformation can be
instrumented with information useful to remember, for each
involved element, how the transformation should be disam-
biguated when going back to the initial side; this mechanism
is supported by the ASP-based transformation approach used
in this paper. Conversely, when the round-trip starts from the
side with ambiguities, a bidirectional model transformation
should produce all the possible target models and allow the
designer to choose the most adequate target model; this is
exactly what the ASP-based transformation approach does.

Referring to the running example introduced in Sect. 2,
the changes propagation process, as shown in Fig. 2, will be
organized in five main steps. The preliminary steps consist in
considering Save-CCM and to model a case study in this com-
ponent model. The model we consider represents the archi-
tecture of an Adaptive Cruise Controller (ACC) that has been
a recurring example throughout the development of Save-
CCT (e.g. [24]). ACC is an extension of a standard Cruise
Controller and its main functionalities will be described in

Fig. 2 Motivating example
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Sect. 5. Once a satisfactory model has been designed, the
whole process of the motivating example is organized into
five main steps:

1. The first step consists in translating the initial model from
SaveCCM to A0.

2. The second step consists in translating the A0 model to
both Darwin/FSP and UMLcc. The designer will now
focus on the Darwin/FSP model.

3. While the Darwin specification is obtained by transform-
ing SaveCCM, FSP processes need to be specified by
hand (since behavioural information is missing in Save-
CCM). LTSA discovers an error and suitable modifica-
tions will be required.

4. A change propagation back to the A0 model is required,
so the changes made in Darwin/FSP are propagated to
A0. This may lead to the generation of a set of alternative
A0 models. The user selects the best model in A0 among
the generated alternatives. The model is valid also for
A0.

5. The selection made by the user is propagated to both
SaveCCM and UMLcc. A report in MagicDraw can be
generated to produce the required documentation of the
system.

3.2 Bidirectional model transformation for change
propagation

The proposed change propagation process allows us to keep
synchronized models conforming to different ADLs by pass-
ing through A0. In order to do this, bidirectional model trans-
formations are specified using a relational and declarative
approach based on the Answer Set Programming (ASP) lan-
guage [3]. The approach exploits the benefits of logic pro-
gramming that enables the specification of relations between
source and target types by means of predicates and intrinsi-
cally supports bidirectionality in terms of unification-based
matching, searching and backtracking facilities. A high-level
overview of the ASP-based model transformation approach
is provided in Fig. 3: starting from an encoding of involved
metamodels and source model, the representation of the tar-
get one is generated. The ASP program performing the given
model transformation consists of the following: (i) Relations,
which describe correspondences among source and target
element types; (ii) Constraints, which specify restrictions on
the given relations that must be satisfied in order to execute
the corresponding mappings; and (iii) Transformation rules,
which are bidirectional rules implementing the specified rela-
tions as executable mappings.

This approach is capable to deal with non bijective [38]
and non total transformations. Non bijectivity implies that
each time a change occurs there is no guarantee to obtain a
unique reverse result. In this case, the approach is capable to

Fig. 3 ASP-based model transformation approach

generate a set of candidate models which are the closest to
the ideal one from which to generate the previously modified
model. So, the designer can choose the result of the reverse
application of the given transformation among the approxi-
mated models. Non totality implies that the generated model
has been manually modified and it is not any more reachable
by any transformation. In the ASP-based approach, only the
relevant concepts of the source models are mapped toward
the corresponding target elements [18].

An overview of the integration of DUALLy features with
a change propagation approach is depicted in Fig. 4. At
each step, the approach involves a specific ADL1 metamodel
and the A0 metamodel. For each ADL, a weaving model
W M between the ADL and A0 metamodels is defined. Such
a weaving model is the mechanism to provide correspon-
dences among the ADL and A0 concepts at the metamodel
level. In our approach, weaving models define the links
between a notation and A0 so as to later use them to generate

Fig. 4 Overview of the approach
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specific Relations (encoded in ASP). Their role is in essence
that of constituting the bridge between A0 and the linked
architectural notation. These links are defined once, during
the process that integrates a certain ADL within DUALLy.
Section 3.2.1 gives the details on how the Relations are man-
aged within our approach.

Both metamodels (to be more precise, their ASP encod-
ing M MADL1 and M MA0 ) and the Relations defined among
them are part of the input of the Transformation Engine.
Starting from the ASP encoding of the source model (MADL1

or MA0 ), the Transformation Engine automatically interprets
and transforms it into the ASP encoding of the target model
(MA0 or MADL1, respectively). It relies on an ASP solver,
which is a system for computing the solutions of an ASP
program. This work makes use of the Smodels solver [40].
Furthermore, we developed a specific bridge between each
model and its corresponding ASP encoding that guarantees
no loss of information while passing from a model to its
ASP encoding and vice versa (such a bridge is presented in
Sect. 4.2).

In order to propagate changes among models, the Trans-
formation Engine needs both the source and the target
models as input. In this way, the transformation is able to
generate a set of candidate models which are the closest to
the ideal one from which to generate the previously modified
model. In our approach, the designer’s task is just to select
the model that best fits his needs among the candidate models
produced by the Transformation Engine.

The Transformation Engine is generic and independent
from any specific metamodel. Indeed, it is composed of
generic bidirectional rules interpreting the involved meta-
models and the relations so that such relations hold on mod-
els conforming to the source and target metamodels. Due
to the different expressiveness of the involved metamodels,
bidirectionality is attained by means of tracing information,
which are automatically generated by the engine and given
as input of the transformation (Tracing).

As in standard model transformations engines, the ADL1

and A0 metamodels (and the Relations that link them) are
defined once, whereas models to be transformed can change.

A more detailed description of the Transformation Engine
and how it works for transforming and propagating changes
is provided in Sect. 3.2.2.

3.2.1 Correspondences specification

The weaving model is a core element in both the trans-
formation and the changes propagation features. A weav-
ing model (W M in Fig. 4) defines a set of links between
an ADL metamodel and the A0 metamodel. A number of
methods to specify and construct weaving models is cur-
rently being explored and exploited, but conceptually, weav-
ing models conform to a given weaving metamodel, and

can be defined either manually or by utilizing ad-hoc script-
ing languages. Our approach reuses the DUALLy weaving
metamodel and therefore enables the (graphical) definition of
DUALLy weaving models (see Fig. 11). The weaving meta-
model provided by DUALLy defines the types of link that
can be established in a weaving model. Its main elements are
directed and bidirectional correspondences to relate two or
more concepts, feature equivalences to relate attributes or ref-
erences, bindings to user-defined constants, and some other
auxiliary construct. The definition of the weaving model con-
stitutes the main step to be carried out in order to integrate
a certain architectural language into the notations topology.
Weaving models (and so their corresponding ASP relations)
contain the rationale that enables the transformation engine
to synchronize two architectural models.

As can be noticed in Fig. 4, a weaving model W M is
automatically transformed into a set of Relations interpreted
by the transformation engine. This is performed by means of
a model-to-code transformation that handles each element of
the weaving metamodel and generates its corresponding ASP
code. More precisely, a relation in Relations is a declaration
of an assertion used by ASP to produce the set of answers
(i.e., the set of alternative solutions to the changes propaga-
tion). Thus, the quality of the solution set is strongly affected
by the way the weaving model is defined. Each relation
between corresponding elements should be defined as pre-
cisely as possible. Implementation details on how weaving
models are managed by our approach will bee provided in
Sect. 4.3.

The presence of both weaving models and of the bridge
between models and their ASP encoding represents a strong
benefit for our approach. They constitute a layer that
makes the whole ASP engine totally transparent for the
designer. Designers just have to create a weaving model to
define the correspondences between an ADL metamodel and
A0; the weaving model will be automatically transformed
into the specific ASP program implementing the transforma-
tion. Furthermore, designers can create models using usual
MDE techniques; it is up to the model-to-code bridge pro-
vided by our approach to automatically translate the models
into their ASP encoding and vice versa.

3.2.2 Changes propagation engine

As anticipated in Sect. 3.2 and shown in Fig. 4, the Transfor-
mation Engine requires several inputs: the relations (Rela-
tions), the encoding in ASP of the metamodels (M MADL1

and M MA0) and the encoding in ASP of the models (m ADL1

and m A0). As described in the previous section, Relations are
generated from the correspondences expressed in the weav-
ing model.

Both the encoding of metamodels and models are obtained
by means of model-to-code transformations that generate,
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for each element of the input model, its corresponding ASP
code. It is important to remark that models encoding in ASP
is defined without loss of information, thus allowing bidi-
rectional transformations: model-to-ASP and ASP-to-model.
This is particularly important during synchronization when
a change propagated to an A0 model has to be successively
propagated to models conforming to other ADLs.

The overall output of the approach is the synchronization
of the model instances by means of change propagation. As
described, the proposed approach is able to back propagate
from the modified targets a set of models that approximate the
exact source. The possible solutions are proposed to the soft-
ware architect that has to select what he/she retains the best
one. The mechanism is based on mapping traces to automat-
ically compute the reverse transformation. In particular, both
bidirectionality and change propagation are strictly related to
traceability information which stores the links between the
elements of the target which have been created from a cer-
tain source element. This information is critical, especially
if the back propagation is supported, because of the non-
bijectivity of the relations between source and target. Since
in general transformations are non-total, bidirectionality is
provided even when the modifications performed by hand
on the model makes it unreachable by any transformation.
Furthermore, the selection made by the architect is stored in
a tracing set in order to automatically re-propose the choice
in subsequent round-trip journeys.

4 Realizing the approach

This section provides technical details of our change propa-
gation approach. Section 4.1 illustrates the technologies we
use and Sect. 4.2 presents the model-to-code bridge between
models (along with metamodels) and their ASP encoding.
Further on, Sect. 4.3 describes the generation of ASP rela-
tions starting from weaving models. Section 4.4 provides the
details of the ASP model transformation engine, focussing
also on tracing mechanisms and change propagation.

4.1 Technologies overview

The proposed approach is implemented as a plug-in of the
Eclipse5 framework. Figure 5 presents an overview of the
technologies we use in this work.

Our approach uses two components of the DUALLy
framework: (i) the weaving metamodel (see Sect. 4.3 for the
details on how it relates to the ASP transformation engine)
and (ii) the UML importing mechanism, so that also UML
models may be used in our approach; please refer to [30] for
more details on this specific feature of DUALLy.

5 Eclipse project Web site: http://www.eclipse.org.

Fig. 5 Technologies of the approach

The approach of this paper is implemented in the context
of the ATLAS Model Management Architecture (AMMA)
[2]. We make use of the following AMMA components:

– Atlas Transformation Language (ATL) [23] is a model
transformation language, with its own abstract syntax and
environment. ted editor, and so on. In the context of this
work, we use ATL as part of the technological bridge
between models and ASP code (see Sect. 4.2).

– Atlas Model Weaver (AMW) [10] is a platform for man-
aging weaving models. Typed links among models (and
metamodels) are saved in a weaving model, which con-
forms to an extensible weaving metamodel. The AMW
component is extensible; this enabled us to extend it with
the model-to-code facility producing ASP relations from
weaving models.

– TCS (Textual Concrete Syntax) [22] is a DSL for the
specification of textual concrete syntaxes. TCS automati-
cally generates tools for model-to-text and text-to-model
transformations. In our case indeed, we use it to bridge
models with their ASP encoding.

AMMA features also other additional components (like
KM3 [21]) and ATP technical projectors [2] that are out of
the scope of this work.

In the AMMA platform models and metamodels are based
on the Eclipse Modelling Framework (EMF6). EMF provides
runtime model support, a persistence layer based on XMI and
a generic user interface for viewing and editing models.

The core of the point-to-point change propagation mech-
anism is the ASP solver. In this work we use the Lparse and
Smodels7 as front-end and ASP solver, respectively. Since
both Lparse and Smodels are standalone C applications, we
use the JASPWrapper8 component to integrate them into

6 EMF Web site: http://www.eclipse.org/modeling/emf.
7 Smodels site: http://www.tcs.hut.fi/Software/smodels.
8 http://www.pirrotta.it/giovanni/jaspwrapper/index.php.
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our Eclipse Environment. Our model transformation engine
interacts exclusively with the JASPwrapper interface.

4.2 Technological bridge between EMF and ASP

If on the one hand our work is built on a model transfor-
mation approach based on ASP, on the other hand we do
not want designers to manually create ASP encodings of
their models. For this reason we developed a technological
bridge between EMF entities (like models and metamod-
els within the Eclipse framework) and their ASP encoding.
We succeeded in automating such a bridge, so designers just
model using EMF and the corresponding ASP encodings are
automatically produced by our technological bridge. Figure 6
presents its main elements.

For the sake of clarity, this section will provide small
examples taken from the motivating example introduced in
Sect. 2.

Referring to the upper part of the figure, at the metamod-
elling level the technological bridge is implemented as a
two-step process: in the first step, the metamodel is trans-
lated into an intermediate metamodel (called ASPmm) via a
model-to-model transformation. The second step effectively
produces ASP code by using a model-to-text solution.

ASPmm represents an abstract representation of the ASP
encoding for metamodels. It will be described later in this
section. The model-to-text transformation is realized through
TCS. In order to do this, TCS requires that the involved meta-
model is similar in structure to the code being generated; this
makes unavoidable the intermediate step of passing through
ASPmm.

Fig. 6 Technological bridge between EMF and ASP

The same two-steps bridging mechanism and rationale
hold at the modelling level, lower part of Fig. 6.

Figure 7a, b represent the ASPmm and the ASPm meta-
models, respectively, and contain only the necessary ele-
ments for creating the needed ASP encodings. The ASPmm
metamodel is composed of the terms: metanode, meta-
prop, and metaedge, while the ASPm metamodel is com-
posed of the terms: node, edge and prop. The detailed
description of the encoding is available in Appendix A.

The Ecore2ASPmm ATL transformation is in charge of
producing an ASPmm model starting from an EMF meta-
model. The domain of that transformation is Ecore and its
codomain is the ASPmm metamodel itself; this implies that
Ecore2ASPmm is generic and does not depend on the meta-
model being transformed. In the following we give an idea on
how the ASP encoding relates to its initial EMF metamodel:
Fig. 8 shows the Component metaclass of the SaveCCM

Fig. 7 Intermediate metamodels of the technological bridge

Fig. 8 Part of the SaveCCM metamodel in EMF
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Listing 1 Part of the SaveCCM metamodel encoded in ASP

Fig. 9 Bridge generation at the modeling level

metamodel and Listing 1 shows its related ASP encoding.
The figure and listing below are self-explaining; it should
be noted how the concepts inherited by Component (like
+++specifie) are part of Component itself in ASP. This
ensures that the definition of each element in ASP is self-con-
tained, simplifying our internal model transformation engine.

Since the our TCS specification contains only one-to-one
mappings and its realization can be considered just a techni-
cal step, we will not further detail this aspect.

In order to be considered fully automatic, our technologi-
cal bridge must work also at the modelling level. Moreover,
it must work in two directions: from EMF to ASPm models
and vice versa. Let us suppose that we need to transform an
ADL1 model into an A0 model; on the one hand we must
pass from the source EMF model to its ASP encoding, while
on the other hand we must be able to obtain the target EMF
model from its ASP encoding produced by the ASP trans-
formation engine. As shown in Fig. 6 the model-level bridge
is similar to that at the metamodelling level. As previously
stated, the main feature of this technological bridge must be
its generality, and then the ATL transformations must work
for every EMF metamodel. It implies the use of higher-order
transformations (HOTs), see Fig. 9.

In this specific case, we need two higher-order transfor-
mations defined once forever (also defined in ATL):

1. MM2ASPmGenerator takes as input an EMF metamodel
MM and produces the MM2ASPm transformation. This
transformation generates a model conforming to ASPm
from a model conforming to MM;

2. ASPm2MMGenerator starting from an EMF metamodel
MM generates the ASPm2MM transformation; it performs
the inverse task of MM2ASPm.

After the generation phase, depending on the direction in
which the designer is transforming, the next step is to execute
the just created model transformations in order to obtain an
ASPm (or EMF) model.

The final step of the bridge is implemented in TCS. The
implementation is analogous to the one described for meta-
models, so we will not describe it in this paper.

Figure 10 and Listing 2 give a general idea on how the
bridge works when considering a SaveCCM component and
producing its corresponding ASP encoding. There is a com-
ponent (line 3) called Sensors that offers 5 ports (lines 4–9);
the names of both the component and ports are shown in lines

Fig. 10 Part of a SaveCCM model

Listing 2 Part of a SaveCCM model encoded in ASP
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13–18. The reference linking the component to its offered
ports is called offer and is represented in lines 20–25.

Summarizing, by providing this technological bridge, we
can use the ASP-based change propagation approach in a
fully automatic way. Furthermore, it is independent from
the underlying ASP-specific mechanism. This allows design-
ers to concentrate only on modelling using EMF and trans-
parently apply the change propagation approach. Moreover,
further developments of the change propagation mechanism
may be carried out without modifying the modelling plat-
form. In that case the technological bridge is the only com-
ponent that must be upgraded.

4.3 Generation of ASP relations from weaving models

As previously stated, the creation of a weaving model is the
main step to be carried out in order to link an architectural
language with A0, and thus with all the other notations in
the topology. An interesting feature of our approach is that
software designers do not need to manually encode models
in ASP at any level (i.e. both modelling and metamodelling).
The automatic generation of ASP relations (Relations) from
weaving models completes the hiding of the ASP engine.

In this section we present how our framework gener-
ates ASP relations (Relations) starting from AMW weaving
models.

Designers create weaving models by using the AMW
graphical editor extended by DUALLy. Figure 11 provides
a screenshot of the extended weaving model editor: both the

considered ADL and the A0 metamodels are rendered using
a tree-based editor, and the weaving links are graphically cre-
ated via a central panel providing the set of correspondences
defined in the weaving metamodel.

Figure 12 represents how we realized the automatic
generation of ASP relations. All metamodels conform to
Ecore, an implementation of meta-metamodel in Eclipse. The
DUALLy weaving metamodel (DUALLyWMM in the figure)
specifies the types of correspondences between a metamodel
and A0; the main elements of the DUALLy weaving meta-
model are:

– Correspondence: represents a generic mapping between
elements of the woven metamodels. There are three types
of Correspondence: Left2Right, Right2Left and Equiva-
lence. This adds navigability semantics to weaving links.
Indeed, the first two types represent unidirectional corre-
spondences, while the latter one represents bidirectional
correspondences.

– FeatureEquivalence: defines a mapping between two
structural features (i.e. attributes or references).

– WovenElementLink: specifies a correspondence between
a woven element and a feature of another woven element.

– ConstantBinding: specifies a correspondence between a
structural feature and a constant value; so, every instance
of the target structural feature is initialized with the spec-
ified constant value.

– EnumerationMapping: specifies a mapping between two
enumerations (and between their literals as well); its

Fig. 11 Screenshot of the weaving models extended editor
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semantics is that each occurrence of a specific literal will
be transformed into an instance of the mapped literal.

Summarizing, from a high-level point of view, a DUALLy
weaving model defines a set of correspondences between
metaclasses, each of which may contain feature equivalences
and some auxiliary elements; optionally, it may also contain
enumeration mappings and constant bindings.

Once a weaving model between the ADL metamodel and
A0 has been developed, it is transformed into a set of ASP
relations by executing a generic ATL transformation (ASPre-
lationsGenerator in Fig. 12). Appendix B provides additional
details on this transformation. This transformation takes as
input a weaving model and produces a fragment of the ASP
code for each element of the weaving model. It is impor-
tant to remark that, since the weaving model operates at
the metamodelling level, ASPrelationsGenerator is executed
only once for each ADL to be integrated into the languages
topology; the generated relations are valid for each model
conforming to the woven ADL metamodel. Further on, prior
to generate the ASP relations, ASPrelationsGenerator per-
forms additional semantic checks which help in generating
ASP code that reflects the logic of the weaving model.

Listing 3 shows a fragment of ASP code produced by
ASPrelationsGenerator. In this case the input of such a
transformation is an EquivalenceCorrespondence defined
between a SaveCCM Component and an A0 SAcomponent.
The generated ASP code is composed of the Component_

Fig. 12 Generation of ASP relations from weaving models

Listing 3 Fragment of Component_SAComponent ASP relation

SA-Component relation and the set of constraints comple-
menting it. The details of the encoding are available in
Appendix A.

4.4 The ASP model transformation engine

As described so far, this approach takes as input a source
model and the involved metamodels (see Fig. 4). After the
encoding phase, the deduction of the facts representing the
target model is performed according to the set of relations
between the elements of the source and target metamodels,
constraints which specify restrictions on the relations (both
derived from the weaving model), and the bidirectional rules
defined in the ASP transformation engine. The transforma-
tion process can be logically divided into two steps: (i) given
the input (meta) models, the transformation rules induce all
the possible solution candidates according to the specified
relations; and (ii) the set of candidates is refined by means of
constraints.

In this section we explain how the ASP engine is able
to realize bidirectional transformation between source and
target models supporting propagation of changes.

4.4.1 Transformation rules

Transformation rules produce target elements according to
the given relations. In particular, target elements node, edge
and prop are created if the following conditions are satisfied:

– at least a relation exists between a source element and the
candidate target element;

– the source element involved in the relation is declared in
the input source model;

– the candidate target element conforms to the target meta-
model;

– finally, any constraint defined on the relations is violated.

For instance, Listing 4 shows an excerpt of the code imple-
menting the transformation rules able to create node′ ele-
ments according to the Component_SAComponent relation

Listing 4 Fragment of the ASP SaveCCM_2_A0 transformation
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of Listing 3. The rules in line 1 check if the mapping can
be executed. The rules in line 2 verify if a given metaclass
is involved in a relation. The rules in line 3 check if a given
metaclass conforms to the target metamodel. The rules in line
4 compute all the elements that may be generated. Finally,
the rule in line 5 creates target elements.

As already mentioned, transformation rules produce sev-
eral target models (answer sets), which are all the possible
combinations of elements that the program is able to create.
Constraints have the role to refine such set of solutions by
removing all answer sets that satisfy their conditions and can
be based both on transformation specifications and on target
metamodels. It is worth noting that the refinement process
can build more than one target model conforming to the tar-
get metamodel. Usually, it is desirable to have a univocal
correspondence between source and target elements, i.e. a
bijective relation between them. However, multiple valid
solutions can be obtained for the same problem because of
the different expressive power of the involved metamodels,
this aspect will be discussed later in this section.

4.4.2 Tracing

The invertibility of transformations may depend on a num-
ber of factors, such as the different expressive power of the
involved metamodels (as discussed in Sect. 3). For exam-
ple, this issue can affect approaches for performing model
transformation-based reverse and round-trip engineering.
A possible solution can rely on trace information that con-
nects source and target elements; in this way, once a model
transformation has been performed, all the target elements
are linked to the corresponding source ones.

During the transformation process, the relationships
between models that are created by the transformation
executions can be stored to preserve mapping information
in a permanent way.

Elements managed by the ASP transformations do not
need to store further information since the transformation
already contains all the needed information. The mechanism
makes use of identifiers that bind elements of source mod-
els to elements belonging to the set of tracing information.
Nevertheless, this information is critical especially if the back
propagation is supported, because of the non bijectivity of the
relations between source and target. Furthermore, transfor-
mations are not total in general and consequently some source
elements might not be mapped to the target model. In these
cases, tracing information needs to be stored in order to avoid
loss of information when the transformation is applied again.

Thereby, trace information is used to provide bidirection-
ality even in the case in which the generated model has been
manually modified in such a way it is not reachable any
more by any transformation. Without loss of information,
the inverse transformation is able to create critical elements

from the trace information. Furthermore, it is useful to remark
that whenever traces are required, they are also created in
backward transformations due to the bidirectionality of the
mappings.

Bidirectional transformations and trace links play a key
role in supporting change propagation. The next section
describes how ASP can be used for supporting change propa-
gation and to approximate source specifications when manual
changes occur on target models.

4.4.3 Change propagation

Change propagation management aims at reflecting modifi-
cations done in a target model to the corresponding source
one. The availability of this feature is not obvious because of
the partial and non-injective nature of model transformations
(as illustrated in Sect. 3).

Let us consider the following scenario. Once a target
model TM is automatically obtained from a source model
SM by means of a transformation T, the designer may need
to manually modify the generated model to accommodate
unforeseen requirements or limited expressiveness of the
source metamodel. At this point, being that T is a bidirec-
tional transformation, it can be applied to TM and one or
more models can be obtained.

Due to the different expressive power of the involved
metamodels, changes may be propagated in a number of dif-
ferent ways and the application of the reverse transforma-
tion could approximate more solutions. ASP is able to select
suitable solutions on the basis of conformance or structural
issues, leaving to the designers the evaluation of semantics
aspects.

Furthermore, considering the transformation as a func-
tion, after manual changes the obtained model can be in the
image of T or outside. If we consider the reverse application
of T, the models that can be generated by means of it are
in the domain of T. However, the proposed approach is able
to guarantee that, when brought forward again, all sources
result in the changed target model. This is supported by the
use of trace information explained in Sect. 4.4.2.

In the next section will present how the proposed approach
is used in practice and how it is able to manage the propaga-
tion of changes among three distinct ADLs.

5 The adaptive cruise controller case study

In this section we show the application of the proposed
approach to a real case study9. The objective of this case study

9 The source code of the approach as well as the models that
compose the case study can be found on http://dually.di.univaq.it/
changePropagation.
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is to present how the change propagation mechanism is able
to deal with interoperating architecture models conforming to
three different architectural notations. A high-level descrip-
tion of the case study has been presented in Sect. 2. The
following preliminary section presents the involved architec-
tural notations and the weaving model between each of them
and A0; the other sections apply the approach by following
the steps of the discussed motivating example scenarios.

5.1 The involved ADLs and their weaving models

The architecture description languages involved in this case
study are SaveCCM, Darwin/FSP and the UMLcc profile.
Consequently, three are the weaving models in charge of
establishing the correspondences between their metamod-
els: (i) SaveCCM_A0 contains the correspondences between
the SaveCCM and A0 metamodels, (ii) DarwinFSP_A0 links
Darwin/FSP and the A0 metamodels and (iii) UMLcc_A0

captures the correspondences between the UMLcc profile and
the A0 metamodel.

In order to leave the discussion as readable as possible,
the weaving models presented in this section contain only
the minimum number of correspondences to generate the
needed model-to-model transformations; auxiliary weaving
elements have been abstracted out.

5.1.1 SaveCCM

The SaveComp Component Model (SaveCCM) [24] defines
a graphical syntax and a runtime framework to design soft-
ware embedded systems with a focus on system resources and
timing requirements. The SaveCCM execution semantics is
based on the control flow (pipes-and-filters) paradigm, and on
the distinction between data transfer and control flow. Mod-
elling explicitly the control flow makes the design analysable
with respect to temporal behaviour. The SaveCCM metamod-
el defines three main architectural elements: components,
switches and assemblies. Components are the main archi-
tectural element in SaveCCM; they may have input/output
ports and quality attributes. The switch construct provides
the means to change the components interconnection struc-
ture, either statically or dynamically. An assembly can be
considered as a means for naming a collection of compo-
nents and hiding its internal structure.

The SaveCC M_A0 weaving model we use in this work
has been developed by adapting the SaveCC M_A0 weav-
ing model in [6]. A SaveCCM System is mapped into an
A0 SoftwareArchitecture containing all the other
A0 elements. SaveCCM Component and Connection
are mapped to SAcomponent and SAchannel, respec-
tively. Assembly and Composite components are both
mapped to SAcomponent. SaveCCM Clock and Delay
elements correspond to generic SAcomponents. Switch

is mapped into an SAConnector because of their com-
mon coordination and interaction semantics. DataPort,
TriggerPort, and TriggerData-Port correspond to
SA-interface; their direction attribute is set accordingly
to the type of the SaveCCM ports (i.e. whether they are input
or output ports) and vice versa. SaveCCM attributes corre-
spond to A0 properties.

5.1.2 Darwin and FSP

Darwin [27] and FSP [26] are two complementary efforts
for describing the structure (Darwin) and behaviour (FSP)
of a software architecture. Darwin is a structural ADL for
describing a system in terms of hierarchically structured com-
ponents, interfaces (which can be required or provided) and
interconnections among components. FSP models behav-
ioural aspects of a software system in terms of concurrent
processes; the LTSA tool in turn generates a labelled tran-
sition system from the FSP description. An FSP specifica-
tion is attached to a Darwin one by specifying the behaviour
of Darwin components via FSP processes. The Darwin/FSP
metamodel and the DarwinFSP_A0 weaving model we use
in this case study are taken from [30]. The Darwin/FSP meta-
model contains the union of all the constructs defined in the
specification of both the Darwin and FSP languages.

In the DarwinFSP_A0 weaving model, a Darwin Com-
ponentInstance corresponds to an A0 SAcomponent
and vice versa. Also SAconnector in A0 is mapped into a
Darwin ComponentInstance. This is due to the fact that
Darwin does not have the concept of software connector and
the semantically closest concept to it in Darwin is Compo-
nentInstance. A Portal corresponds to an A0 SAin-
terface and vice versa. The kind of SAinterface is set
according to the type of the Darwin/FSP Portal. Compo-
nentDeclaration and Binding in Darwin/FSP corre-
spond to SAchannel and SAStructuredtype in A0,
respectively. Each Darwin/FSP ProcessDeclaration
is mapped to a StateDiagram and vice versa. Action-
Prefix and Choice are both mapped to an A0 State
and vice versa. Darwin/FSP Action is mapped to Tran-
sition and vice versa. ERROR, END and STOP can be con-
sidered as special kinds of final states, so we mapped them
to A0 FinalState.

5.1.3 UMLcc

UMLcc is a UML profile for specifying component-based
software architectures. The profile has been introduced
in [30], and it is designed having in mind the guidelines pro-
vided in [20]. According to the UMLcc profile, a software
architecture is described by a component diagram containing
the main components (represented by the CcComponent
Instance stereotype), connectors (CcConnector
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Instance) and their configuration. CcComponent
Instances interact with their external environment through
a set of CcPorts, while CcConnectorInstances
communicate via CcRoles; they both extend the UML
port metaclass. Both Components and connectors commu-
nicate through CcAttachments (i.e. stereotyped UML
Dependencies). CcDelegations are stereotyped UML
delegation connectors that link hierarchically structured
components. Behaviour is expressed in terms of state
machines (CcBehavior).

The UMLcc_A0 weaving model contains the correspon-
dences between the UMLcc profile and the A0 meta-
model. It defines an equivalence correspondence between
CcComponentInstance and SAcomponent, whereas
CcConnectorInstance corresponds to SAconnec-
tor. Both CcPort and CcRole correspond to SAin-
terface in A0. CcAttachment in UMLcc corresponds
to SAchannel in A0 and vice versa, while CcDelega-
tion corresponds to SAbinding in A0 and vice versa.
Both CcComponentType and CcConnectorType
correspond to SAstructuredType in A0. CcBehav-
ior is mapped into StateDiagram in A0 and vice versa.
State from UML corresponds to State in A0 and Tran-
sition from UML is mapped into Transition in A0.

5.2 The ACC model: from SaveCCM to A0

In this case study we model the software architecture of
an adaptive cruise controller (ACC) system. It is a stan-
dard Cruise Controller with extra functionalities allowing
it to autonomously adapting to the changing environment.
Specifically, two of them are the main extra functionalities:
(i) keeping a safe distance towards a preceding vehicle; (ii)
adjusting the maximum permissible speed in function of the
speed-limit regulations. In our case study all relevant infor-
mation to perform the adaptation is received by means of
suitable sensors.

Figure 13a shows the software architecture of ACC mod-
elled in SaveCMM by using the Save-IDE [36] model-
ling environment. The ACC system is composed of two
main components: Sensors and ACC_Application. The for-
mer periodically provides data collected from the various
sensors, whereas the latter is the core of the system. It accom-
plishes three main tasks: (i) analyse information provided by
sensors and plan actions to be performed by the actuators;
(ii) log the status of the system; and (iii) provide data to the
driver display (called HMI). For the sake of simplicity, we do
not show the internal structure of ACC_Application and the
external context of the whole system. Three clocks regulate
the timing of the ACC system. More specifically, clk50hzA
triggers Sensors to sense the available current data, clk50hzB
triggers ACC_Application that becomes active and ready to
receive data. The availability of new data is notified by the

Sensors component through a dataAvailable trigger. Finally,
clk10hz operates at a lower rate; it triggers ACC_Application
to log the status of the system and to provide data to the driver
display.

Once the ACC system is modelled in SaveCCM, our
approach automatically transforms such a model into an A0

model. Such a transformation is driven by the weaving model
described in Sect. 5.1.1. The transformation produces only
one A0 model since in the defined SaveCCM_A0 weaving
model each element of SaveCCM has only one correspond-
ing element in A0. Specifically, the clocks, the Sensor com-
ponent and the ACC_Applica-tion assembly become A0

SAcomponents. Their ports become SAinterfaces
independently from their nature (i.e. trigger or data). Finally,
SaveCCM connections are transformed into SAchannels.

5.3 Transforming the A0 model into Darwin/FSP
and UMLcc

The ACC model in A0 is then translated to both Darwin/FSP
and the UMLcc profile. Figure 13b, c shows the generated
model in Darwin/FSP and UMLcc, respectively. In these
transformations only one alternative is generated. In order
to understand how these models are obtained, the inter-
ested reader can refer to the weaving models described in
Sects. 5.1.2 and 5.1.3. As the models are pretty straightfor-
ward, we do not further discuss them in this paper.

It is important to remark how our approach is integrated
with the tools supporting the involved architectural lan-
guages. SaveCCM and several UML tools are based on EMF
and so they are already integrated into our Eclipse platform.
A different case is that of Darwin/FSP: Software Architect’s
Assistant and LTSA (Darwin and FSP tools, respectively)
are based on two proprietary textual formats. In this case
study we use a previously developed facility [30] to trans-
form those textual specifications into a model conforming to
the Darwin/FSP metamodel and vice versa.

5.4 Modelling the behavior in LTSA

According to the scenario described in Sect. 2, we assume
that now the designer is interested to define the behavioural
description of ACC by means of an FSP specification.

Listing 5 shows the behaviour of ACC_Application;
it is organized into two different parallel processes: COM-
PUTE_ STATUS and LOG_HMI. The COMPUTE_STATUS
process encodes the retrieval of the data information once
a clock is received (tick3) and the data are made avail-
able by the Sensors component (dataAvailable). The
LOG_HMI process is activated by clk10hz (tick1), pro-
vides the data to the HMI and logs the status of the sys-
tem. For the sake of simplicity, the behaviour of the other
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Fig. 13 The ACC system modelled in SaveCCM and the generated models in Darwin and UMLcc

Listing 5 The ACC_Application behavior in FSP

components (i.e. Sensors and the clocks) is not described in
this paper.

The modelled behaviour is verified by means of LTSA and
the tool discovers an error when checking the property shown
in Listing 6. This property expresses that every publish-
DistanceData (an internal action of the Sensors com-

Listing 6 Excerpt of the checked property

ponent) must be followed by a readDistance-Data in
ACC_Application. This is not verified by the current behav-
ioural model due to the existence of two different clocks,
namely clk50hzA and clk50hzB, that can create misalign-
ment between ACC_Application and Sensors. It is important
to note that the problem was not visible in the SaveCCM
model since actually in SaveCCM the clocks operate at the
same rate. In FSP we focus exclusively on functional aspects
of the system and then clocks are represented by components
sending messages without any temporal regulation. This
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analysis highlighted a problem of robustness of the current
version of the ACC software architecture. In fact, having
two different clocks, even if synchronized at the same rate,
may lead a designer to modify the rate of a clock without
accordingly adapting the other one. Therefore, we decided
to refine the ACC model in Darwin/FSP by introducing a
new component, Splitter in Fig. 14, that receives a message
from a single clock and splits it into two messages: one is
sent to ACC_Application and the other one to Sensors. This
prevents the designer to break the temporal alignment of the
two components.

5.5 Propagating the changes to A0

The changes made on Darwin/FSP must be propagated back
to the other ADLs and thus first to A0. The model trans-
formation engine produces in A0 two alternative versions of
ACC: Splitter can become either an SAcomponent or an
SAconnector in A0. This is due to the lack of connec-
tors in Darwin/FSP as already discussed while presenting
the DarwinFSP_A0 weaving model (see Sect. 5.1.2). Obvi-
ously, the choice on how to represent Splitter in A0 cannot be
automatized since the model in Darwin/FSP does not have
enough semantics to disambiguate this aspect. Between the
two generated alternatives, the designer chooses the one in
which Splitter is represented as an SAconnector that bet-
ter matches with the semantics of Splitter. The chosen A0

model contains all the changes made in Darwin/FSP: the
addition of the Splitter connector and the behaviour specifi-
cation of the system.

5.6 Propagating the changes to the whole topology

The next step is to propagate the changes from the A0 model
towards SaveCCM and UMLcc models.

Fig. 14 The Darwin revised version of ACC

When propagating the ACC changes from A0 to Save-
CCM, the transformation engine produces 27 different alter-
native versions of the ACC model. According to the formula
in Sect. 3, we have one non bijective transformation (the one
that transforms an SAinterface into three different types
of ports: data ports, trigger ports or data-trigger ports), and
the number of model instance elements that match with the
considered transformation is three (only the three ports of
the Splitter component been added in Darwin/FSP–the other
are disambiguated by the tracing engine). 27 alternatives are
obtained by raising 3, i.e. the three instances that match the
considered transformation, to the power of 3, i.e. the num-
ber of alternatives that the considered transformation has.
Among these alternatives, the designer chooses the one in
which the three ports of the Splitter component are repre-
sented as trigger ports. The model is shown in Fig. 15.

Fig. 15 The revised ACC system in SaveCCM

Fig. 16 The revised ACC system in UMLcc
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Fig. 17 ACC_Application Behavior

Finally, the UMLcc model of ACC is generated starting
from the A0 model. Figure 16 shows the unique alternative
proposed by the transformation engine. We obtained only
one alternative since in this case the involved transforma-
tions are not ambiguous. Figure 17 shows the behaviour of
the ACC_Application obtained by transforming the behav-
iour in A0 and originally added in Darwin/FSP. The obtained
UMLcc model can be used to generate the required docu-
mentation of the system.

6 Considerations and discussions

In this section we provide some considerations about the
approach we proposed in this paper.

Our approach poses its bases on the “star” topology of
DUALLy, with A0 as the star centre. Our approach makes A0

models always up-to-date and thanks to the DUALLy’s star
topology, we can transform and propagate changes towards
each other notation in DUALLy. In general, changes made
on a model conforming to a notation need to be propa-
gated towards several models conforming to other languages.
Thanks to the DUALLy underlying language topology, the
change propagation (one-to-many) is reduced to several con-
secutive change propagations (each one one-to-one) always
from or to A0. Furthermore, the change propagation result
is independent from the order in which the set of one-to-one
transformations is executed. This ensures the convergence
of the proposed approach. This promotes also the scalability
of the approach since the number of transformations to be
executed is n +1 where n is the number of models to be syn-
chronized. The approach makes use of the logic paradigm
ASP, but this language is made transparent to the user that is
asked only to define the weaving model, as required in the
previous version of DUALLy.

In case a transformation is non bijective and it is not instru-
mented with suitable guards that resolve the ambiguities, the

change propagation approach may produce several possible
alternative models. As discussed in Sect. 3, the number of
alternatives depends on how each transformation is defined
and on the number of elements involved in the considered
transformation. The approach in its current status delegates to
the user the responsibility of selecting what she retains to be
“a suitable” model. The changes propagation from ADL1 to
ADL2 through A0 requires to select one (suitable model) in
A0 and then one final model in ADL2. It has to be noted that
while the number of alternatives may be theoretically high, it
can be considerably reduced and kept acceptable by defining
weaving models properly (e.g. considering particular cases
and then using guards, avoiding as much as possible that
multiple correspondences hold on a single metaclass, etc.)
and by following the most convenient transformation jour-
ney. In fact, it is important to note that our approach stores the
selection made by the architect when transforming from one
ADL to another. These choices are stored in order to automat-
ically re-propose the preferred choice in subsequent round-
trip journeys. Therefore, starting from the most expressive
notation enables the use of the tracing engine which dis-
ambiguates the choices when coming back to the source
language, not from the less expressive language to the more
expressive one.

The experience we made in Sect. 5 confirms this intuition.
In particular in the case study, see Sect. 5, we considered three
ADLs involved in a round-trip journey composed of six dif-
ferent transformations. 4 transformations produced only one
model, 1 transformation produced 2 different versions and
finally 1 transformation produced 27 different versions.

Obviously, the number of different versions produced in
each transformation depends on the considered ADLs and
on how “far” they are from the concepts represented in A0.
More precisely, if an ADL contains very detailed concepts
with respect to A0 (such as the ports specialization of Save-
CCM in data ports, trigger ports and data-trigger ports) an
extension of A0 could be realized. The current release of A0

envisions a large number of extension points (such as busi-
ness, behavioural aspects) that can be exploited to extend A0

while maintaining its core unchanged. The extension mech-
anisms of DUALLy are an answer to a limitation of the
star topology: since each transformation passes through A0,
when two ADLs, say ADLi and ADL j , share some domain-
specific concepts that are not contemplated in A0, these con-
cepts are not optimally propagated. It is clear that it is up
to the software architect to decide if and how the extension
mechanisms of DUALLy should be used.

The experience we had with the case study was encourag-
ing from the point of view of the efficiency of the approach.
We used an Intel Pentium D-3.2 GHz, with 4 GB DDR-II of
memory RAM, running Windows XP Professional. In each
step of the case study the different alternative models have
been computed in less than one second. More precisely, the
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performance of a model transformation in our approach can
be calculated by considering the performance of three main
sub-steps:

1. transform the source EMF model into its corresponding
ASP encoding. This step consists in executing the trans-
formations at the model level of the technological bridge
discussed in Sect. 4.2;

2. execute the ASP-based transformation in order to get the
ASP representation of the target models representing the
alternatives;

3. transform each produced target model from its ASP
encoding into its EMF-based representation. These
transformations are the inverse of the transformations
executed in the first step.

The last step may cause a degradation of the performance
of our approach. For each target model an ATL- and a TCS-
based transformation must be executed (see Sect. 4.2 for the
details). In case there are a lot of target alternative models,
the overall performance of the approach may degrade. This
problem is inherent to the ASP-based approach and is due
to its requirement to operate on ASP encodings of both the
source and target models. It is up to our technological bridge
to automatically bridge EMF models and their ASP encod-
ing and vice versa. On one hand the technological bridge is
automatic and totally transparent for the software architect,
on the other hand it degrades the overall performance of our
approach. So, while designing our approach we had to make
a choice between usability (through automation) and per-
formance. The additional layer of the technological bridge
promotes usability since it allows software architects to deal
only with the well-known EMF technologies for represent-
ing input and output models and mask the complexity of the
ASP-based transformation approach by providing the auto-
matic technological bridge between EMF and ASP encod-
ings. This has a cost in terms of performance of the overall
approach; anyway, as stated earlier, the time required to exe-
cute each transformation in our industrial case study is more
than acceptable since always took less than one second.

The approach we presented in this paper is generic since
it depends neither on the notations to synchronize nor on
their conforming models. However, as already discussed,
the approach strongly relies and depends on A0. More pre-
cisely, A0 is unavoidable for its role in the star topol-
ogy in DUALLy. In order to generalize the approach to a
domain different from software architectures, the star topol-
ogy should be replicated. Therefore, a new A0 with the role
of pivot element should be defined for the new domain if
it is feasible. Once replicated A0 in the new domain, the
overall approach can be reused. The definition of the pivot
element is strategic and requires particular attention. The
selection of the elements within A0 was mainly guided by the

principle of maintaining the base notation as general as
possible to ensure that DUALLy is able to potentially repre-
sent and support many different architectural notations. The
selection phase has been performed by studying architec-
tural languages with purposes similar to DUALLy, relevant
papers, and UML. Our strategy has been to exploit and inherit
features we judged satisfactory, overcoming identified lim-
itations. Moreover, as described earlier, we defined A0 as
extensible in order to give the possibility to software archi-
tects to customize it for each specific domain. This is an
important aspect to be taken in consideration when defining
a new A0. The kinds of extensions we provided in A0 are real-
ized by means of the inheritance mechanism; in particular,
each element of the A0 meta-model can be extended.

7 Related work

This section presents state-of-the-art approaches related to
our proposal, and a comparison between what presented in
this paper and existing work. In particular, Sect. 7.1 outlines
approaches for ADLs interoperability, Sect. 7.2 describes
state-of-the-art approaches for model-based change prop-
agation, and Sect. 7.3 compares our proposal with exist-
ing work on change propagation and interoperability among
different ADLs.

7.1 State-of-the-art in ADLs interoperability

Historically, the first attempt to deal with architectural data
interchange can be identified in Acme [15]. Acme pro-
vides libraries for importing/exporting architecture models
designed in different ADLs into/from AcmeStudio, i.e. the
Acme tool support. As described in [14], in order to integrate
two ADLs, e.g. ADL1 and ADL2, the Acme language needs
to be augmented (through annotations) with specific infor-
mation coming from ADL1, and peculiar to it. Successively,
the augmented model needs to be extended even further,
with ADL2 specific information (and therefore, yet again the
kernel might itself need augmentation). As claimed in [14],
the hard work occurs in the middle step, i.e. when bridging
the semantic gap between ADL1 and ADL2, and this step is
not properly supported.

Based on the observation that a single ADL is not enough
to describe the software architecture of real and complex sys-
tems, the Institute for Software Research of the University of
California, Irvine, proposed xADL [8], a highly extensible
ADL based on XML [7]. While xADL is not an interchange
language, its extensibility is here advocated as a means for
limiting the proliferation of ADLs, thus reducing the need
of interoperability. In the same line AADL [12], initially
proposed for avionics domains and later on moved to rep-
resent and support embedded real-time systems, provides
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extension mechanisms. Such extension mechanisms include
the definition of custom properties to specify additional
ADL-specific analysis and/or generic information to be
attached on the architectural design.

7.2 State-of-the-art in changes propagation

A number of existing approaches for model synchronization
and change propagation is available today, imposing differ-
ent restrictions on the underlying transformations. In general,
it is required that there is a one-to-one relationship between
source and target changes. In point of fact, model transfor-
mations are neither total, nor injective, thus posing a number
of difficulties and requiring appropriate support for change
propagation [18].

An attempt to support change propagation is presented
in [38], where an imperative paradigm capable of backtrack-
ing, and a language used to handle declarative aspects are
used to build a hybrid method trying to deal with tool inte-
gration mechanisms. A declarative evolution of the men-
tioned work is described in [39] where the author illustrates a
technique to implement a change propagating transformation
language called PMT. After the first mapping from source to
target, manipulations can occur on both models. When a new
transformation is required, the target model is updated in a
non destructive manner by exploiting the trace information
generated from the previous execution. In this respect, PMT
can be considered as an alternative implementation of change
propagation that takes into account (and persists) target mod-
ifications when new transformations are performed.

The combination of bidirectionality and change propa-
gation can enable the support of model synchronization. In
general, the existing approaches impose relevant restrictions
on the characteristics of the involved transformations. For
instance, approaches like [13,16,33,41] require the map-
pings to be total, while [16,41,43] impose the existence
of some kind of bijection between the involved source and
target. In particular, [43] proposes to automate model syn-
chronization from model transformations. It is based on QVT
Relations and supports concurrent modifications on both
source and target models.

Furthermore, in [18] the authors present the formal defini-
tion of a round-trip engineering process, taking into account
the non-totality and non-injectivity of model transformations.

Another work to mention is xMOF [5] that while focus-
sing on model transformations by means of OCL constraints,
aims at providing change propagation.

7.3 Comparison

At the best of our knowledge, very few are the approaches
combining interoperability and change propagation at the
architectural level.

The approaches presented in Sect. 7.1 deal with archi-
tecture languages interoperability, but do not provide any
means for dealing with the propagation of changes. While
those approaches deal with interoperability through archi-
tecture language extensibility, they do not use any model
transformation approach, thus not requiring change propa-
gation management. XTEAM [11], an extensible tool chain
for evaluating architectural models, while still not treating
explicitly changes propagations, consists of a suite of ADLs
extensions and model transformation engines to enable the
rapid implementation of customized analyses at the architec-
tural level.

By looking at approaches for change propagation (sum-
marized in Sect. 7.2), we can notice that none of them have
been targeting software architecture models. An interest-
ing approach bringing together the software architecture and
change propagation communities has been proposed in [42].
Its aim is to understand and propagate architectural changes
within a product line architecture. The problem this approach
aims to tackle is related to capturing architectural changes
and propagating them to another product of the product line
(within the same ADL, i.e. xADL). In case of conflicts, the
merging algorithm, which is the responsible of the changes
propagation, abandons the procedure.

Overall, the differences among our proposal and existing
work are manifold.

While existing model synchronization and change prop-
agation approaches impose many assumptions on the way
transformations are done (e.g. total and bijective transfor-
mations), what proposed in this paper enables the support
for partial and non injective mappings by using bidirec-
tional transformation. In our opinion this represents a rele-
vant advance, since closer to real requirements on how model
transformations are today realized.

Traditional approaches to model synchronization typi-
cally provide a non convergent process of change propa-
gations (as illustrated in Sect. 3): the introduction of the
star model transformation topology inherited from DUALLy
provides the great advantage to ensure convergence of the
change propagation process.

What is proposed in this paper is automated and integrated
into the Eclipse framework: a software architect may trans-
form an architecture model into any other in the start topology
and apply changes to one of the models that are automati-
cally propagated to the other models in the network of model
transformations.

8 Conclusions and future work

The flourishing of architectural notations and the conscious-
ness that a universal notation acceptable by any architect
cannot exist ask for technologies to let tools and notations
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interoperate. Several solutions have been proposed to syn-
chronize two different notations, i.e. with the aim to keep
models conforming to them in a consistent state. However,
when dealing with multiple notations, convergence and sca-
lability problems may arise. In this paper we proposed to
extend DUALLy, a framework for architectural languages
and tools interoperability based on model-driven techniques,
with a convergent changes propagation approach between
multiple architectural languages. The approach we proposed
strongly relies on the underlying languages topology of
DUALLy that enables correctness and convergence.

The approach is independent from both the notations to
synchronize and their conforming models. We experimented
the approach, which is implemented in the Eclipse modelling
framework, on well-known architectural languages.

As future work we plan to extend the framework with a
wizard helping the architect to make decisions among pro-
posed design alternatives. More precisely, the designer will
be guided among the different alternatives in a graphical way.
The alternatives (that can be many, according to the formula
in Sect. 3) are initially partitioned, constrained, abstracted
and graphically visualized to the user. Then, when decisions
are made, they are stored and used to drive subsequent deci-
sions. We envision a learning approach that deduces from the
user choices information to be used to drive next selections.
We are also in the process of running a series of experiments
to carefully analyse the approach applicability and scalability
in complex transformations.

Another interesting future work is to investigate and sup-
port collaborative modelling. A first step in this direction can
be found in [4] where we proposed a framework for synchro-
nous and asynchronous concurrent and collaborative mod-
elling. Synchronous collaborative modelling offers a mean
for sharing the modelling space while asynchronous collab-
orative modelling supports merging of models modified and
edited separately by different designers.

Acknowledgments This work was partially supported by the Italian
Government under the project PRIN 2007 D-ASAP (2007XKEHFA)
and the project FIRB 2005 ArtDeco (RBNE05C3AH).

Appendix A ASP encodings

In this appendix we present the various ASP encoding of our
change propagation approach.

A.1 ASP encoding of metamodels

Our ASP encoding of a metamodel is composed of the terms:
metanode, metaprop, and metaedge. In particular, the fol-
lowing term represents the metaclass being encoded (MC)

conforming to the metamodel MM.

metanode(M M; MC)

The term metaprop represents the attributes of the metaclass
MC, with a certain name (NAME), a certain type (TYPE) and
conforming to the metamodel MM.

metaprop(M M; N AM E; T Y P E; MC)

Finally, the term metaedge represents associations between
metaclasses.

metaedge(M M; T Y P E; N AM E; SMC; T MC)

The MM element refers to the metamodel, TYPE denotes the
type of the metarelationships being specified that can be dis-
tinguished into association, generalization and composition,
NAME is the role name of the target association end, SMC
refers to the source metaclass pointed by the association,
whereas TMC refers to the target one.

A.2 ASP encoding models

Our ASP encoding for models is pretty similar to that of meta-
models; it contains all the elements for encoding a model in
ASP: node, edge and prop.

node(M M; I D; MC)

The term node represents an element conforming to the meta-
model MM, where ID is the identity value for the element,
and MC identifies the metaclass being encoded.

The attributes of a metaclass are expressed by means of
the following term:

prop(M M; I D; N AM E; V ALU E)

The MM element refers to the metamodel, ID is the identity
value of the class the encoded attribute belongs to, NAME is
the name of the attribute being encoded, and VALUE is the
attribute value whose type is specified in the correspondent
metamodel class.
Finally, associations between elements is established by
means of the following term:

edge(M M; I D; N AM E; I DSC; I DT C)

The MM element refers to the metamodel, ID is the identity
value for the element, NAME is the role name of the target
association end, IDSC refers to the source class pointed by
the association, whereas IDTC refers to the target one.

Our ASP encoding for models is lossless, i.e. passing from
a model into its ASP encoding and then back to the model
again results in the same initial model. This is very conve-
nient for us because it allows to automate the bridge between
EMF models and their ASP encoding.
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A.3 ASP encoding of model-to-model relations

Model-to-model relations describe correspondences among
source and target element types at the metamodel level. They
are expressed by the following term:

relation(I D, M M S, M M S)

The ID element is the unique identifier of the relation, MMS
refers to the source metamodel taken into account, and MMT
refers to the target metamodel taken into account. This term
defines the direction in which the relation holds by setting
its source and target metamodels. Bidirectional relations are
expressed as relation(ID, bx, bx).
Furthermore, a relation is composed of a pair of this term
(one for each metamodel):

relation(I D, M M, MC, N )

ID is the unique identifier of the relation, MM refers to the
metamodel taken into account, and MC refers to the metaclass
involved in the relation. Several constraints could be needed
to specify restrictions on each relation in order to refine the
set of generated candidates. If the body of a constraint is
satisfied, then the set of atoms related to it is considered to
be invalid and consequently the answer set taken into account
is not produced.

A.4 ASP encoding of the generic transformation rules

In our ASP encoding, the code implementing the transfor-
mation rules is able to create node′ elements according to
specific relations (defined as the terms described in Sect. A).
In particular, the following term checks if a specific mapping
can be “executed”:

mapping_node(M M, I D, MC)

It evaluates to true if a relation exists and involves ele-
ments referring to MC and MC2 metaclasses and an element
node(MM2, ID, MC2). In other words, a mapping can be exe-
cuted each time it is specified between a source and a target,
and the appropriate source to compute the target exists.
Furthermore, the following term verifies if a given metaclass
is involved in a relation:

is_related(M M, MC)

It evaluates to true if exists a relation R between a MC meta-
class referred to the MM metamodel and a MC2 metaclass
referred to the MM2 metamodel.
The term described below is an auxiliary one and checks if
a given metaclass conforms to the target metamodel.

is_target_metamodel_con f orm(M M, MC)

It is true if the MC metaclass exists in the MM metamodel
(i.e. the target metamodel).

There are also terms which compute all the elements that
may be generated.

is_generable(M M, I D, MC)

This term groups the results of all the previous checks. There-
fore, it is evaluated to true if all the listed conditions have
been successful. It is enclosed in curly brackets, meaning
that whenever its body is satisfied, the corresponding ele-
ment (that is, is_generable(MM, ID, MC)) may or may not
belong to the solution.
Finally, the following term creates target elements if the gen-
eration and mapping conditions are satisfied:

node′(M M, I D, MC)

A.5 ASP encoding of the tracing mechanism

The terms described in this section represent the code that
will manage the tracing information of the transformation. In
particular, the term following term is true if the MC metaclass
is involved in a bidirectional relation.

is_metanode_related(M M, MC)

In this specific context, the most important term is trace:

trace(M M, I Dx, I D, MC)

It is true if the considered node is not involved in a relation or
if it is involved on a relation but the condition for its mapping
in the target model is not satisfied. The trace term refers to
the specific element that needs to be stored and regenerated
in the backward transformation.

Appendix B Model transformations involved in the
approach

In this section we will provide the details of the various
ATL transformations involved in our change propagation
approach.

In the following we focus on the technological bridge
described in Sect. 4.2. By referring to Fig. 6, the Ecore2AS-
Pmm transformation is in charge of producing an ASPmm
model starting from an EMF metamodel. Listing 7 presents
an excerpt of the Ecore2ASPmm ATL transformation. From
a high-level point of view, it produces an ASPmm metanode
x for each metaclass y of the source EMF metamodel (lines
1–21), it creates meta-properties referring to x from all the
attributes (including the inherited ones) of y (lines 22–32) and
a set of meta-edges for each super type and all the references
of y (lines 33–44).

Once the EMF metamodel has been transformed into an
ASPmm model, a TCS specification performs the final step
of producing ASP code. Since the TCS specification defines
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Listing 7 Excerpt of the Ecore2ASPmm transformation

Listing 8 Excerpt of the generated SaveCCM2ASPm transformation

only one-to-one mappings and its realization can be con-
sidered just a technical step, we will not further detail this
aspect.

At the modelling level, two higher-order transformations
generate model-to-model transformations. Depending on the
direction in which the software architect is transforming, next
step is to execute the model-to-model transformations obtain-
ing an ASPm (or EMF) model.

Listing 8 reports a small excerpt of the SaveCCM2ASPm
transformation; such a transformation has been generated

by executing MM2ASPmGenerator on the SaveCCM
metamodel.

The listing above shows the header of the transformation
(lines 1–2) and the rule that handles SaveCCM components
and transforms them into ASPm nodes (lines 2–16); more
specifically, in lines 7 and 8 it initializes the idTrace and id
attributes of a node (described in Sect. 4.4.2), in line 9 it sets
the reference to the model containing the node, and in line 10
it sets the name of the metaclass to which the node conforms
to; finally, in lines 13 and 14 auxiliary rules are called to
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Listing 9 Excerpt of the ASPrelationsGenerator transformation

create properties and edges related to the node being created.
The final step of the bridge is implemented in TCS.

Focussing on the generation of ASP relations from weav-
ing models (see Fig. 12), the ASPrelationsGenerator is an
ATL transformation in charge of analysing each correspon-
dence contained into a weaving model and producing its cor-
responding ASP code. Listing 9 shows a fragment of the
ASPrelationsGenerator transformation; more specifically, it
represents the helper (i.e. a sort of method in ATL) that gen-
erates the ASP code corresponding to an EquivalenceCorre-
spondence of the weaving model. This specific ASP fragment
produces three relation facts (lines 3–5) and a constraint (line
7); it also calls another toString helper for each FeatureEquiv-
alence contained into the current correspondence (line 9).
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